
DAIRY BAR INFORMATION MANUAL......
YOUR 

RECIPES FOR SUCCESS!

SMALL CONE:
*Start on rim of number 

25 cone
*add 2 rings and a top

*do not fill cone
*weight approx. 2-1/4 

-2-1/2 oz

MEDIUM CONE:
*Start on rim of number 

25 cone
*add 3 rings and a top

*do not fill cone
*weight approx. 3-1/4 

-3-1/2 oz

LARGE CONE:
*Start on rim of number 

35 cone
*add 4 rings and a top

*do not fill cone
*weight approx. 4-1/2 -

5 oz 

DIPPED CONES:
*Make cone as we have outlined

*Tap ice cream cone on counter to seat the 
ice cream in the pores of the cone

*Dip ice cream only to the rim of the cone
* The secret to dipping is to dip it and 

remove it immediately....the longer you 
hold the cone upside down...the greater 

the chance there is to lose the cone in the 
dip

Please Note:
When putting ice cream on cone, 

do not squish the rings of ice 
cream, or your cone will look 

very small and distorted
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SUNDAE:
*Use 1-4 oz. sundae dish

*Put 3 rings and a top in a 
sundae dish, make each 

ring smaller as you go, so 
you will have more room 

for the topping
*Put 3/4 of a ladle or 1 oz of 

topping
*Weight approx. 4-4-1/2 oz 

without the topping
*Nuts and cherry optional

HOT FUDGE SUNDAE:
*Same as above

*Use hot fudge topping
*Whipped cream and 
cherry are optional

*Price is usually more for 
hot fudge

BANANA SPLIT:
*Banana boat dish

*Three small mounds of ice cream in dish (two rings with a top)
*Slice banana (using only 1/2 of a banana)

*Place bananas all around ice cream
*Put 3 toppings on- 1/4 ladle of each --usually chocolate, 

pineapple and strawberry
*Put whipped cream on top of each mound

*Nut meats are optional
*Do not overload, a top-heavy dripping split is neither appetizing 

nor good for repeat sales
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MINI BANANA SPLIT:
*Use a 4-oz sundae dish

*Put three rings and a top of ice cream in dish. 
Make each ring smaller as you go, so you will 

have room for the topping
*Put 1/4 ladle each of chocolate, pineapple and 
strawberry on top of ice cream allowing each 

flavor to occupy 1/3 of the ice cream
*Slice banana into the edge of cup.  Usually 

8-10 pieces is sufficient
*Whipped cream and cherry on top

*Nut meats are optional

SLUSH:
*Choose cup size

*Depending on the size of the cup. will 
determine the amount of liquid flavoring you 

will need, 1-2-3 pumps of flavor
*Put cup under spout and open handle to 

allow the neutral base to flow into the cup
*As the neutral base flows into the cup, it will 

mix with the flavored syrup

ICE BERGS OR POLAR BEARS:
*Put a small dollop of ice cream in 

the bottom of cup *Fill the cup 
with slush(base and flavor mixed) 
3/4 filled *Put a small amount of 

ice cream on top
*serve with a straw and spoon
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Ac dolor ac adipiscing amet bibendum, massa 
lacus molestie ut libero nec, diam et pharetra 
sodales eget vitae aliquet.

Mix ‘N DESSERT;
*Use Mix ‘N Collar on cup

*Fill Cup full of ice cream, approx. half
an inch past the bottom of cup collar

*Turn on Mix ‘N Machine, move cup up and 
down, in a circular motion to blend

DIXIE POPS:
*Use a 3-oz clear plastic container with 

lid *Do not use styrofoam *Fill the 
container 3/4 full with ice cream * Put 
1/4 of a ladle of sundae topping on top 

*Put lid on and freeze

WAFFLE CONE:
*Fill cone 3/4 full, leaving approx. 1/4 inch 

below lip of cone with ice cream using 
circular motion *Put 1/2 ladle of topping 

on top *Serve with spoon

DRUMSTICK:
*Put ice cream on top of hard ice 

cream cone *Roll in nutmeats 
*Freeze for three hours *Dip in 

chocolate cone dip *Bag finished 
drumstick and keep in freezer
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MILKSHAKE:
*Use 16 oz. milkshake cup *Use 
collar on cup *Fill cup half full 
of milk *Put one full pump of 

flavor in cup *Fill cup with ice 
cream quarter way up the 
collar *Spin approx. 1 min.

PARFAIT ROYAL(DELUXE)
*Parfait glass*One teaspoon of 

Spanish peanuts on bottom *1/4 
ladle of hot fudge *Add 2” of ice 

cream *One teaspoon of Spanish 
Peanuts *1/4 ladle of strawberry 

sundae topping *Fill glass with ice 
cream *1/4 ladle of hot fudge *One 

teaspoon of Spanish peanuts * 
Whipped cream and a cheery on top 

*Serve with parfait spoon

PARFAIT REGULAR:
*Parfait cup/glass *One teaspoon of 

Spanish peanuts on bottom *1/4 ladle 
of hot fudge *Add 2” of ice cream 

*One teaspoon of Spanish peanuts 
*1/4 ladle of hot fudge *One teaspoon 
of Spanish peanuts *Whipped cream 

and cherry are optional
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ClOWN FACE CONES:
*Use 1 large scoop #16 of hard ice cream 
*Put ice cream in drumstick cone *Turn 
cone to the side a bit, so the cone looks 

like a hat *Use smarties for the eyes and 
nose

CHOCOLATE POPS:
*Cut the rim of a 16 oz milkshake cup so 

that it is about 3/4” deep *Place the 
ring on the wax paper on a stiff piece of 
cardboard *Fill the ring with ice cream 
*Use a wooden stir stick, insert it until 
it is half way into the ice cream *Freeze 
*Remove from freezer and remove the 
wax paper *Dip the pop in chocolate 

and put back in the freezer for approx. 
1/2 hr *Remove from the freezer and 

CHOCOLATE PEANUT BOMBS:
*Use a clear 6 0z plastic cup *Put one 

teaspoon Spanish peanuts in the 
bottom of cup *Fill with ice cream, 

smooth out with a spoon and remove 
all the air pockets *Stick a wooden stir 
stick in half way *Freeze for 12 hours 
*Remove from freezer *Fill sink with 

about 4” of hot water to soften ice 
cream on the outside of cup *Remove 

from cup, if its not too soft, quickly dip 
it in the chocolate cone dip and then 
roll in more nuts(optional) *place in 

bag and put in freezer
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TAKE HOME TUBS:
*Use a 1/2 liter or a 1 liter 

container *Depending on the size 
of your unit, you may have to do 
these in 2 or 3 parts, you may not 
be able to fill the container all at 
once *Use a spoon to smooth the 

ice cream out *Put lid on and 
freeze *The use of plastic 

containers is recommended

SNACK & HALF:
*2 Oatmeal cookies at least 3” round 
*Start putting ice cream in the center 
of the cookie * In a circle finishing on 
the outer edge of the cookie *The ice 

cream should be 3/4” thick, and squish 
the 2 cookies together so that the ice 
cream is right out to the edge of the 
cookie * Dip the cookie combination 

into cone dip

www.servecanada.com 
1-800-263-1455
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